Game Day Procedures - Eagle Stadium
Home Spectator Guidelines
Home Spectators:

Pakring avaible at the Events Center/HS parking areas
enter the Stadium gates near the High School.
Handicap parking only will be available on the Home side ticket booth.

* Tickets will not be sold on site; tickets must be purchased in advance.
The ticket itself will have COVID-19 Pre-Screening question on it that you must answer
before entering the stadium.
*You will also be asked to observe the pre-screening questions located at the entrance gates.
*All spectators must have face coverings when entering and exiting the facility (executive order GA-29).
You must also practice social distancing at all times.
Due to UIL capacity regulations we are only able to seat 50 % on the Home side.
Our max capacity is 584 for home games so please make sure you have your numbered ticket
purchased in advance or you will not be allowed entry into the stadium.
Seating Arrangement: Fans need to remain in the stands at all times, unless using the restrooms or traveling
throughout the stadium. When traveling throughout the stadium masks are required.
*The bleachers are marked to determine which rows are available for seating.
*Concessions will be provided at the stadium.
*Standing on the fence line is allowed as long as social distancing practices are in use (6 foot distance, no grouping)

* After the game please exit quickly to the gate that you entered from the parking lot. NO LOITERING
please do not enter the game field on to the track for any reason.
Parents, spectators, and fans WILL NOT be allowed on the field for any reason this season.
All players will be escorted off the field immediately following games and directed to the locker rooms.
BEISD is aware that on the field fellowship is a time honored tradition and unfortunately we are having
to put this tradition on pause for the 2020-2021 season.
UIL Rules and Definitions
UIL RULE : Groups should maintain at least 6 feet of distance from other groups at all times, including
the admission process and seating. A group is defined as no more that 10 people including
the members of the household and those persons who traveled together to the facility.
UIL RULE : No seating in consecutive rows: and maintain a minimum of 6 feet of distance between groups.

